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Abstract: Sedimentation processes in reservoirs can jeopardize their functionality and compromise 21 

dam safety. Climate change and associated hydrologic uncertainty are introducing additional stressors to 22 

US reservoirs, and data-driven indicators of climate impacts on upstream soil erosion and reservoir’s 23 

sedimentation processes are crucial to evaluate their aggradation and life expectancy. The US Army Corps 24 

of Engineers developed the Enhancing Reservoir Sedimentation Information for Climate Preparedness and 25 

Resilience (RSI) system to consolidate historical information of elevation-capacity surveys. However, the 26 

multiple surveying technologies, protocols, and computational analysis methods used over the service life 27 

of reservoirs can impact the quality of reservoir survey data in the RSI system. The objective of this study 28 

was to develop a methodology to detect anomalous records and identify multivariate relationships between 29 

historical sedimentation data for 184 US reservoirs and associated watershed variables. For this purpose, 30 

unsupervised machine learning techniques including Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Autonomous 31 

Anomaly Detection, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Efron anomaly detection were assembled in an 32 

anomaly-detection protocol that led to the detection of 20 reservoirs with anomalous records. The variables 33 

contributing most to anomaly detection were related to elevation characteristics (watershed and channel 34 

slopes, and minimum elevation), precipitation (maximum and cumulative monthly precipitation), dam 35 

properties (time since dam completion and initial trap efficiency), and curve number (CN). PCA results 36 

indicated that reservoirs in the Mediterranean California ecoregion although experiencing substantial 37 

extreme precipitation events, had small basin areas and CN values that reflected in small capacity losses, 38 

contrasting with larger capacity losses found at reservoirs in the Great Plains and Eastern Temperate Forests 39 

ecoregions. The developed anomaly detection protocol represents a powerful tool for the analysis and 40 

monitoring of this large and heterogenous dataset with the potential of providing reliable information on 41 

the impacts of historical climate and watershed properties on erosion and sedimentation processes in US 42 

reservoirs. 43 

Keywords: Reservoir sedimentation, reservoir capacity loss, machine learning, empirical data 44 

analytics, anomaly detection, multivariate analysis. 45 
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Practical Applications: The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) created the Reservoir 46 

Sedimentation Information (RSI) system to compile historical reservoir elevation-capacity data collected 47 

using various measurement protocols, instruments, and analysis methods. These differences in data 48 

collection and analysis methods in addition to any human error can result in anomalies that require detection 49 

and correction before the dissemination of the dataset for further usage. Data anomalies are values that 50 

deviate from normal or expected patterns. Apparent erroneous data, related to duplicate records or increases 51 

in reservoir capacities, can be flagged through a preliminary analysis. However, the detection of anomalies 52 

in an automated and fully-data driven way represents a powerful tool for the maintenance and monitoring 53 

of this large and heterogenous dataset. A depurated RSI dataset is a potential major data source for large-54 

scale and long-term studies related to sedimentation rates and suspended solid loads in freshwater systems 55 

due to the spatial and temporal scale of its records. This kind of dataset will allow the development of 56 

effective management plans for reservoir operation, maintenance, and upstream erosion control as well as 57 

enabling the indirect monitoring of suspended sediment loads in freshwater systems at a nationwide scale.  58 

Introduction 59 

Reservoirs and dams are fundamental components of the water resources infrastructure. supporting 60 

services such as water supply, flood risk control, hydropower generation, navigation, and recreation. The 61 

large life span of these structures (e.g., 100 years of operation (Pinson et al., 2016)) and their hydraulic 62 

characteristics make them susceptible to significant sedimentation processes. Consequences of 63 

sedimentation on reservoir functionality include capacity loss, water abstraction prevention due to buried 64 

intakes, navigability reduction, and damage to recreational areas. Moreover, uncertainties of U.S. reservoir 65 

operations are continuously rising as many are experiencing an increased frequency of extreme hydrologic 66 

events. This translate into increased maintenance costs that must be borne to recover reservoir functionality 67 

(Sholtes et al., 2018). 68 

The analysis of historical survey information enables the assessment of aggradation trends, life 69 

expectancy, and reservoir vulnerabilities to climate change. This information is essential for the 70 
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development of effective management plans for reservoir operation, maintenance, and upstream erosion 71 

control that include climate preparedness and resilience aspects. Considering the relevance of historical 72 

reservoir survey data for the nation’s water resources, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) created 73 

the Reservoir Sedimentation Information (RSI) system to compile and assess data for over 700 dams 74 

primarily composed of elevation-capacity and elevation-surface area data derived from surveys. 75 

The service length of USACE dams, most of them having more than 50 years, has a direct impact on 76 

the collected information. Data housed by the USACE RSI system entail multiple surveyors (various 77 

regional technicians and contractors) measurement protocols (e.g., range-line soundings, multi-beam data, 78 

etc.), instruments (e.g., sonar sensors with GPS units, ground survey, photogrammetry, sounding lines), and 79 

analysis methods (e.g., average-end-area method, triangulated irregular network (TIN) surface analysis and 80 

grid analysis). Therefore, differences are expected in the quality and quantities determined through periodic 81 

surveys. Morris (2015) acknowledges that all reservoir survey data are affected by error, and many errors 82 

are not recognized because they are too small, or they generally follow a trend of capacity loss. 83 

At times, these differences can result in anomalies that require detection and correction before being 84 

disseminated for further usage. Previous efforts conducted to detect hydrologic indicators for sedimentation 85 

processes based on USACE reservoir survey data identified inconsistencies in the dataset that impeded the 86 

accurate estimation of sedimentation rates (WEST Consultants, 2015). Due to the large number of 87 

reservoirs in the RSI system and the numerous parameters that influence sedimentation (e.g., watershed 88 

area, volume of water inflow, land use, and geologic characteristics), manual detection of data anomalies 89 

is a challenging and costly task. Moreover, manual detection is limited to prior knowledge of the data and 90 

can skip anomalous records that are not easily identifiable in a large and multidimensional dataset.  91 

Data anomalies are values that deviate from normal or expected patterns. More specifically, anomalies 92 

can be defined by deviation of observations from long-term averages in which the z-score (the number of 93 

standard deviations above or below the mean) outlier rejection test can be implemented for time-series 94 
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products (Daszykowski et al., 2007). Anomalous data are also related to clustering processes (Gu and 95 

Angelov, 2017), in the sense that data either belongs to a global/local cluster or are considered rare records. 96 

The detection of records that deviate from the normal or expected patterns in a dataset enables the flagging 97 

and possible identification of erroneous data, allowing the depuration of a dataset. Given the significant 98 

potential and uniqueness of the RSI dataset, identifying anomalous records will facilitate the extraction of 99 

meaningful information related to U.S. reservoirs and their basins. 100 

A depurated reservoir sedimentation dataset will enable the development of indicators related to 101 

climate impacts on sedimentation rates, provide a comprehensive summary of USACE reservoir conditions, 102 

identify vulnerable reservoirs due to large sedimentation rates, assess the applicability of current and future 103 

data collection methods, and review methods and policies related to data collection (Minear and Kondolf, 104 

2009; Pinson et al., 2016). Another potential application this dataset is the indirect monitoring of suspended 105 

sediment loads in freshwater systems, vital for channel and dam designing, water quality evaluation, hazard 106 

prediction, and ecosystem impacts assessment (Hazarika et al., 2020). Monitoring sedimentation at 107 

downstream reservoirs allows the investigation of watershed processes such as erosion and suspended 108 

sediment transport, especially in large reservoirs having trap efficiencies close to 100% (Brune, 1953; 109 

Ahmadi et al., 2019; Foster, 2020). This indirect analysis is an alternative to the traditional in situ 110 

monitoring of suspended sediment in streams, which is difficult to obtain at a nationwide scale (Peterson et 111 

al., 2018). 112 

Studies of anomaly detection have been conducted on datasets related to sedimentation and other 113 

physical processes (Teppola et al., 1999; Aguado et al., 2008; Barnes et al., 2015; Haimi et al., 2016; Cheng 114 

et al., 2019; Peterson et al., 2020), and machine learning techniques have been commonly used to automate 115 

detection procedures as they can learn from data without direct human intervention, allowing the rapid 116 

processing of large amount of spatial and temporal varying data (Chong and Tay, 2017; Kiran et al., 2018; 117 

Demiray et al., 2021; Gautam et al., 2022; Li and Demir, 2023). Barnes et al. (2015) applied anomaly 118 

detection methods to satellite images to locate sediment plumes during dredging processes in the Port of 119 
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Miami region. Pixels with anomalous turbidity conditions, evaluated based on thresholds from pre-dredging 120 

data, were used to delineate the sediment plumes. Results strongly suggested the impacts of dredging 121 

processes contributed to sedimentation in coral areas. Haimi et al. (2016) applied a Principal Component 122 

Analysis (PCA) based methodology to detect anomalous records from data collected in a wastewater 123 

treatment plant and sensor data used to control actions such as aeration, chemical dosage, and pumping, 124 

were analyzed on-line. Results allowed the timely identification of malfunctioning sensors and the 125 

improvement of the plant operation efficiency. Cheng et al. (2019) applied a neural network and a Gaussian 126 

model to identify irregular sediment placing during a dredging process; the accurate detection of anomalies 127 

standardized operational behavior and ensured the quality of the project. Peterson et al. (2020) used a fully 128 

data-driven method to detect anomalous data from stream parameters inferred from satellite imagery.  129 

Despite the considerable number of studies evaluating the quality of physically-based datasets, no 130 

studies have employed anomaly detection as a quality control measure for reservoir capacity and reservoir 131 

sedimentation datasets, likely because of the difficulty associated to the collection and availability of these 132 

data for a variety of reservoirs and surveys. Several research studies have proven the effectiveness of 133 

machine learning to successfully predict sediment transport and sediment deposition in streams and culverts 134 

(Azamathulla et al., 2010; Choubin et al., 2018; Xu, 2019; Xu et al., 2019; Hazarika et al., 2020). Therefore, 135 

machine learning was identified as a potential tool for efficiently and effectively flagging anomalies in the 136 

RSI dataset. The objective of this study was to develop a methodology to identify anomalous and potentially 137 

erroneous data within the RSI dataset. Detecting anomalous records improves the quality of the RSI dataset 138 

and the research projects using its information. Furthermore, the extracted information can be utilized to 139 

better understand sedimentation and capacity loss mechanisms in U.S. reservoirs. 140 

In this study, data from 184 RSI reservoirs and associated watersheds features were analyzed to 141 

identify multivariate relationships within the dataset and anomalous records. A preliminary filtering was 142 

conducted to remove records with negative sedimentation rates and duplicate records, yielding a final 143 

dataset with records for 174 reservoirs (Figure 1). Subsequently, two unsupervised machine learning 144 
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methods, the Autonomous Anomaly Detection (AAD) and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Efron (KSE) 145 

anomaly detection methods, identified likely erroneous data based on the multidimensional space and their 146 

relative location within the data cloud. Machine learning techniques are particularly useful in this dataset 147 

given the numerous parameters involved in erosion and sedimentation processes. Multivariate relationships 148 

and flagged records were then analyzed through the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and the K-means 149 

clustering method.  150 

Dataset development 151 

Composite RSI Dataset Development 152 

The composite RSI dataset was created with RSI reservoir sites that had three or more surveys and 153 

compiled variables related to sedimentation and hydrologic processes similar to Cox et al. (In press). The 154 

dataset was composed of records from 184 reservoirs located across the U.S. territory. Each record 155 

corresponded to a pair of subsequent surveys at a specific reservoir. For each record, the reservoir capacity 156 

loss was estimated as the difference of capacity between surveys for a single elevation. The maximum pool 157 

elevation not classified as a surcharge was used for the analysis. For reservoirs with no pool elevation, 158 

likely dry reservoirs, the spillway invert elevation was used.  159 

In addition to the data for reservoir capacity loss between subsequent surveys, supplemental watershed 160 

data from publicly available data sources were compiled for each record to create the composite RSI dataset. 161 

The Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) in ArcGIS Pro and Google Colab were used to access, 162 

extract, and process data. The supplemental variables describing each record corresponded to topographic, 163 

climatologic, and other features relevant to watershed processes affecting erosion and sedimentation 164 

processes (Figure 2). Variables related to basin characteristics (e.g., latitude, longitude, area, slope, curve 165 

number, mean elevation, max elevation, etc.) and reservoir features (dam construction year, initial capacity, 166 

and initial trap efficiency) were assumed to be constant over time for a specific reservoir. The 42 selected 167 

variables for the composite dataset corresponded to identifiers (7), dates (3), categorical (2), and numerical 168 

(30) (categorical and numerical variables described in Table A- 1).  169 
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The location of reservoir drainage basins was specified through the average latitude and longitude 170 

extracted from the basin’s shapefiles (USACE, 2021). The composite Curve Number (CN) and composite 171 

erodibility index values were computed as the area-weighted average for the corresponding drainage basin. 172 

The CN is an empirical hydrologic parameter that indicates the runoff potential of a catchment based its 173 

soil type and land use (USDA, 1986). CN maps for each basin, were created from national soil (Viger and 174 

Bock, 2014) and land cover (NLCD) (USGS, 2016) raster files. The soil hydrologic group and the land use 175 

category were the variables used to define the CN values according to USGS accepted table, as described 176 

in Tillman (2015). Erodibility index maps were developed following the technical guidelines of the Revised 177 

Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) (NRCS-USDA, n.d.) for each soil type. The average erodibility for 178 

sand (0.125), loam (0.325), and clay (0.1) were linked to the corresponding soil type on each basin soil 179 

map. The NLCD was also processed to compute the percentage of forested area in reservoir basins; 180 

deciduous, evergreen, and mixed forest were integrated in this analysis. 181 

A 1/3rd arc-second Digital Elevation Model (DEM) (USGS, 2017) was used to compute topographic 182 

related variables for the 184 reservoir drainage basins. Hydraulic length, basin elevation statistics, average 183 

slope, area, and relief, defined as the difference between maximum and minimum elevation, were 184 

calculated. The channel slope was then estimated as the relationship of basin relief over hydraulic length, 185 

and the initial trap efficiency (E) was computed with the original reservoir capacity (C) (m3) and the 186 

reservoir drainage area (km2) as described in (Brown, 1943; Garg and Jothiprakash, 2008): 187 

𝐸 = 1 −
1

1+(2.1×10−4)𝐶/𝐴
        (1) 188 

The precipitation analysis for each drainage basin was conducted by analyzing 30 arc-second monthly 189 

precipitation raster files from the PRISM monthly Spatial Climate Dataset (Daly et al., 2015) corresponding 190 

to the time periods between each set of consecutive surveys. The analysis computed cumulative, maximum 191 

monthly, mean monthly, and median monthly precipitation for each one of the records. The normalized 192 

maximum precipitation was computed as the ratio of the maximum and the mean monthly precipitation. 193 
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Given the large number of dams built upstream of RSI reservoirs, a batch analysis was conducted to 194 

include upstream dam’s cumulative height and storage. These two parameters are indicators of the number 195 

and magnitude of upstream reservoirs that are trapping part or most of the sediments from the draining 196 

basin. Two main steps were executed: initially, the National Inventory of Dams (NID) dataset (USACE, 197 

n.d.), composed of over 90,000 U.S. dams, was used to create yearly time series of cumulative upstream 198 

dam height, and normal and maximum storage for each RSI reservoir; when a reservoir was built in a 199 

reservoir’s drainage basin, its dam height and capacity were added to the cumulative time series. 200 

Subsequently, the upstream cumulative dam variables were time averaged for the period comprised between 201 

the two subsequent surveys of each RSI dataset record.  202 

Finally, the categorical variables of US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) ecoregion (Figure 203 

A- 1) and IECC climate zone (Figure A- 2) were included, having 10 and 7 categories within the 204 

conterminous U.S. territory, respectively. The EPA ecoregions are areas having similar ecosystems, 205 

identified through the biotic, abiotic, terrestrial, and aquatic components (Omernik and Griffith, 2014). 206 

Ecoregions are fundamental for the implementation of management strategies (EPA, n.d.). Alternatively, 207 

the IECC climate zones are used to identify regions with similar requirements on heating/colling, 208 

mechanical, lighting, and water heating systems for buildings based on climate conditions (Office of Energy 209 

Efficiency & Renewable Energy, n.d.). The category assigned to each record was the prevalent one in the 210 

basin’s area. 211 

Dataset Pre-processing 212 

Reservoir capacity is expected to decrease over time as the physics of natural processes make 213 

sustaining or increasing reservoir capacity not possible unless specific maintenance projects are conducted, 214 

such as dredging or free flow flushing (Wang and Hu, 2009). Based on the nature of the data within the RSI 215 

composite dataset and the knowledge about the physical meaning of its variables, a preliminary filtering 216 

process was developed to remove evident erroneous data: Records corresponding to a set of consecutive 217 

surveys having identical survey dates, identical consecutive capacities, or increases in capacity. 218 
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Given the variety of information contained in the composite RSI dataset, significant heterogeneity in 219 

the order of magnitudes, scales, and units is expected (Table A- 1). Preliminary results demonstrated that 220 

variable scale discrepancies and zero values impacted the performance of the automated anomaly detection. 221 

Data transformation and normalization techniques were applied to the composite dataset to reduce the bias 222 

from records having relatively large or zero values. A log(x+1) transformation (Brakstad, 1992; Emmerson 223 

et al., 1997) was applied to the numerical variables to remove the impact of the difference between orders 224 

of magnitude (for reference see minimum and maximum values in Table A- 1). Subsequently, the min-max 225 

normalization (Goyal et al., 2014; Patro and Sahu, 2015) was implemented to fit the data in a pre-defined 226 

range keeping the relationships from original data unchanged (Patro and Sahu, 2015). The log-transformed 227 

data were linearly normalized to a 0.15 to 0.85 scale. The obtained dataset was used in all the methods 228 

described hereafter. Data transformation and preprocessing have been widely used to improve the 229 

performance of ML methods (Jiang et al., 2008; Ahmed et al., 2010; Kocaguneli et al., 2012; Huang et al., 230 

2015; Meharie and Shaik, 2020) 231 

Automated Analysis Methods 232 

Unsupervised learning techniques were implemented to analyze the dataset. A Principal Component 233 

Analysis (PCA) was initially conducted to explore and visualize the variability of the dataset and analyze 234 

relationships existing between variables. Subsequently, the Empirical Data Analytics (EDA) based method 235 

(i.e., Autonomous Anomaly Detection, AAD) and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Efron Anomaly Detection 236 

method were performed. AAD and KSE were selected as anomaly detection methods due to their strengths 237 

in identifying outliers in an unsupervised manner. Results were visually analyzed by plotting flagged 238 

records in the principal component (PC) dimensions and by mapping reservoirs with flagged records. 239 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 240 

PCA is a multivariate and statistical method frequently applied to interpret the variability of large 241 

environmental datasets, offering major advantages over univariate analyses (Reid and Spencer, 2009). The 242 

main advantage of the PCA technique is the dimensionality reduction of the dataset (Martinez and Kak, 243 
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2001), which is achieved by creating new uncorrelated variables, called Principal Components (PCs), that 244 

maximize the variance of the dataset, preserving most of its information (Jolliffe and Cadima, 2016). As a 245 

descriptive tool (as opposed to inferential), PCA does not require the data to follow any distribution to be 246 

applied. The math behind this method consists of creating the PCs as linear combinations of the original 247 

variables that maximize the variance, this is equivalent to solving the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 248 

covariance matrix. The eigenvalues correspond to the variances of the linear combinations defined by the 249 

corresponding eigenvectors, or PCs (Jolliffe and Cadima, 2016). The resulting PCs axes are orthogonal and 250 

sorted according to their variance. The PCA space is described in Eq. (2), where matrix X holds the original 251 

records in the multidimensional space, P is the matrix of the PCs space and holds the contributions of 252 

variables to each PCs, and S contains the records’ scores projected in the PC space.  253 

 𝑋𝑃 = 𝑆         (2) 254 

The number of PCs needed to adequately describe the dataset and analyze its variability is usually 255 

smaller than the original number of variables, facilitating the interpretation and visualization of data. In 256 

addition, the loading matrix P allows for the analysis of correlations between variables (Aguado et al., 257 

2008).  258 

A PCA was run in the MATLAB software with the 30 transformed and normalized numerical 259 

variables. The variance and the variables’ contribution for each PCs were analyzed. In addition, the 260 

projection of all records was plotted in the space of PCs holding the largest variance. This provided a 261 

visualization of the dataset prior to the anomalous detection analysis, as well as the records flagged as 262 

anomalous in the dataset. 263 

Autonomous Anomaly Detection (AAD) 264 

This technique is a novel application of artificial intelligence on anomaly detection for reservoir 265 

sedimentation datasets. Based on Empirical Data Analytics (EDA), the AAD is a nonparametric, fully data-266 

driven, unsupervised method. In other words, this method does not require user-defined thresholds to 267 
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identify anomalies, which represents a great advantage compared to supervised methods as variable 268 

thresholds can be different by region or even by specific reservoir. The EDA framework utilized in this 269 

project, first proposed by Angelov et al. (2016), applies three non-parametric estimators: cumulative 270 

proximity, unimodal density, and multimodal density to identify local anomalies from data clouds (Angelov 271 

et al., 2016; Gu and Angelov, 2017). The cumulative proximity of a record (Q(xi)) is the summation of the 272 

square distances (d2) to all the other points in the dataset (Angelov et al., 2016; Peterson et al., 2020): 273 

𝑄(𝑥𝑖) = ∑ 𝑑2(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗)𝐾
𝑗=1 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝐾     (3) 274 

The unimodal density (D) represents the relationship of a data point with the “tail” of the data 275 

distribution (Angelov et al., 2016) and it represents the inverse of the standardize eccentricity (ε): 276 

𝐷(𝑥𝑖) = 𝜀−1(𝑥𝑖) =
𝐸[𝑄(𝑥)]

2𝑄(𝑥𝑖)
, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝐾     (4) 277 

Where E[Q(x)] is the expected value of the cumulative proximity: 278 

𝐸[𝑄(𝑥)] =
1

𝐾
∑ 𝑄(𝑥𝑖)𝐾

𝑖=1        (5) 279 

Finally, the multimodal density is the unimodal density weighed by the frequency of occurrence 280 

(Peterson et al., 2020) which has the capability of exposing local modes of the data distribution. 281 

Understanding that xi denotes one record from the total amount of records K in the dataset, and uj denotes 282 

a unique record with a corresponding frequency fj in the dataset such that the summation of frequencies for 283 

all uj equals K, the multimodal density value of a unique record uj is: 284 

𝑀(𝑢𝑗) = 𝑓𝑗𝐷(𝑢𝑗)                                                         (6) 285 

The AAD method initially identifies potential anomalies by applying the mentioned estimators, then 286 

it forms clusters from the potential anomalies to evaluate the existence of local anomalies. This EDA-based 287 

method successfully identifies anomalies from the mutual distribution of the data within the data space and 288 

the ensemble properties (Gu and Angelov, 2017). The AAD approach has been compared to the “3σ” 289 

method (Thomas and Balakrishnan, 2009), and the anomaly detection through random walks (ODRW) 290 
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method (Moonesinghe and Tan, 2006) resulting in a more accurate and objective method, suitable for the 291 

identification of global and local anomalies (Angelov et al., 2016; Peterson et al., 2020). The output from 292 

this method, a vector containing potential anomalous records, was used along with the PCs axes to identify 293 

the location of these records within the data cloud. 294 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Efron (KSE) Anomaly Detection Method and Z-Score 295 

The KSE anomaly detection method is based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistical test and the 296 

Euclidean distance (EUD) between data points upon resampling (Efron) (Kim, 2013; Jirachan and 297 

Piromsopa, 2015). The KS test compares two datasets and returns a score between 0 and 1 that indicates 298 

the similarity of the dataset’s distribution functions (DFs), such that a high value indicates a likely anomaly. 299 

In the KSE method, random resampling is employed to generate pairs of empirical DFs of EUD, which are 300 

then evaluated with the KS test. Having a dataset D, random subsamples S1 and S2 with n number of records 301 

each, are created. Thereafter, two DFs are created, DFi corresponding to the DF of EUDs from a point pi in 302 

D, to each point in S1, and DFj corresponding to the DF of EUDs from point pj in S2, to all data points in 303 

S1. The KS statistic between point pi, in D, and any point in S2 is computed as follows: 304 

𝐾𝑆(𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗) = 𝑀𝑎𝑥|𝐷𝐹𝑖 − 𝐷𝐹𝑗|      (7) 305 

Finally, the average of the KS statistics for all pj in S2 is defined as the KSE statistic for point pi 306 

(Jirachan and Piromsopa, 2015): 307 

𝐾𝑆𝐸(𝑝𝑖) =
1

𝑛−1
∑ 𝐾𝑆(𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗)𝑛

𝑗=1 𝑗≠𝑖       (8) 308 

The output from this method is a vector containing the KSE scores for all the records in the dataset. 309 

To achieve an objective analysis of the obtained KSE scores, the Z-score method was chosen to 310 

estimate a threshold score for anomalous data. The Z-score Eq. (9) is an indicator of the location of a record 311 

with respect to the mean and it is measured in terms of standard deviations. A record with a Z-score of two 312 

is located two standard deviations apart from the mean. From a percentile approach, a record having a Z-313 
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score greater than two signifies that it is larger than 97.7% of the records in the dataset. A Z-score of two 314 

was chosen as threshold for analyzing the obtained KSE-scores. 315 

𝑍 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
𝑥𝑖−𝜇

𝜎
        (9)  316 

where 𝑥𝑖 is the record i of variable x, µ is the mean of variable x, and σ is the standard deviation of 317 

variable x. 318 

K-means Clustering Algorithm 319 

This unsupervised clustering algorithm was used along with the PCs dimensions to analyze the results 320 

from the AAD and the KSE methods. The K-means method categorizes data into clusters by iteratively 321 

locating cluster centroids and computing the Euclidean distances from data points to the centroids. On each 322 

iteration the centroids are recalculated by computing the mean of cluster data points (Jirachan and 323 

Piromsopa, 2015). The average silhouette (Rousseeuw, 1987) and the Davies Bouldin (Davies and Bouldin, 324 

1979; Bolshakova and Azuaje, 2003) methods were used for the selection of the optimum number of 325 

clusters. 326 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 327 

The RSI composite dataset initially contained 622 records from 184 reservoirs. Three variables (Total 328 

Upstream Max Storage, Total Upstream Normal Storage, and Total Upstream Dam Height) had missing 329 

data, not exceeding 13 records, that were replaced with the mean for the corresponding variable. The prior-330 

knowledge filtering identified 155 records corresponding to sets of consecutive surveys having: the same 331 

survey data, identical dates, identical capacities, or an increasing trend on the capacity. These records were 332 

filtered out from the dataset, which finalized with 467 records from 174 reservoirs (Figure 1). Maximum, 333 

minimum, and mean values of numerical variables for the resulting dataset are reported in Table A- 1. 334 

Inconsistencies in reservoir sedimentation data related to increases in reservoir capacity were also identified 335 

in a previous study of the RSI database (WEST Consultants, 2015). These inconsistencies are linked to the 336 

considerable temporal extent covered by RSI composite dataset. Surveys performed at different times will 337 
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likely use different technologies and analysis methodologies, as sciences and engineering create new and 338 

updated instruments.  339 

The PCA was performed with the transformed and normalized numerical variables of the composite 340 

RSI dataset. The percentage of variance held by PC1-PC4 was 42.1, 16.7, 9.6, and 7.2, respectively (Table 341 

1). This means that an analysis containing these four PCs would carry 75.7% of the variance present in the 342 

initial dataset. The analysis of PCA results based on 75% or less of its total variance has been implemented 343 

in varied fields of study (Derbew, 2020; Chiomento et al., 2021), with an acceptable minimum of 60% of 344 

variance (Dumicic et al., 2015). The relatively broad distribution of the variance among multiple PCs (e.g., 345 

most of the variance not being exclusively held by 1st and 2nd PCs) reveals the relatively low redundance in 346 

the dataset information. The contribution of variables to PC1-PC4 was examined discerning positive and 347 

negative PC directions.  348 

The PCA loading plots (Figure 3) indicate the importance of each variable to the analysis. The length 349 

of the variable vector indicates its impact in the PCA. In the same way, the orthogonal components of a 350 

variable vector indicate its contribution to the corresponding PCs. Variables with the greatest contributions 351 

for PC1-PC4 are presented in Table 1. The variables having the most significant contributions to +PC1 352 

were those related to drainage basin elevation characteristics, namely: maximum elevation, elevation relief, 353 

elevation standard deviation, and elevation mean and media (Table 1). The +PC2 was defined by variables 354 

related to dam properties and basin extent, such as original capacity, basin area, hydraulic length, 355 

sedimentation rate, total upstream normal storage, capacity loss, total upstream dam height, and total 356 

upstream maximum storage; for +PC3 the greatest contribution was obtained from the percentage of 357 

forested area with lower contributions of variables measuring precipitation central tendency (mean and 358 

median); +PC4 was mainly influenced by variables related to extreme precipitation events such as 359 

normalized maximum precipitation, and maximum precipitation, while -PC4 was mainly contributed by 360 

geo-location variables (latitude, longitude) and minimum elevation. 361 
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The relative location of variable vectors within the PC space (Figure 3) was analyzed to reveal existent 362 

relationships between variables. Even though reservoirs having large drainage areas (BA) also have 363 

relatively large upstream reservoir storage capacity (UpsNorSt), they are expected to have large 364 

sedimentation rates (SedRt) and subsequent capacity losses (CapLoss) (Figure 3a). This might also be 365 

influenced by the impact of runoff rates in these basins. The CN makes a lesser but still important 366 

contribution to PC2. Hence, large basins, with potentially high runoff rates will trigger erosion and transport 367 

processes that exceed upstream storage capacities and impact downstream reservoir storage. Although 368 

sediment trapping by upstream reservoirs has been reported to have a significant impact on downstream 369 

capacity losses (Minear & Kondolf, 2009), and upstream reservoir storage is certainly related to upstream 370 

sediment trapping, as the former limits the latter, only the change in upstream storage over a period of time 371 

would accurately estimate the trapping occurring in upstream reservoirs. Alternatively, the relationship 372 

between basin area and sediment yield to reservoirs has been largely identified (Walling, 1983; Richards, 373 

1993; Avendaño Salas et al., 1997; Lu et al., 2005). In fact, there is a mathematical formulation that 374 

estimates sediment yield from the drainage area. The sediment delivery ratio is computed as 𝑘𝐴−0.125 where 375 

k is a constant depending on the location, and A is the basin area (American Society of Civil Engineers, 376 

1975; Graf et al., 2010). Although other expressions have related sediment delivery ratios to other physical 377 

variables, drainage area remains the most significant one (Graf et al., 2010). Basin elevation properties 378 

(DEMMax, DEMMed, DEMMean) and relief (BaRlf) were found to have little incidence in the 379 

sedimentation rates and capacity losses of reservoirs. In other words, reservoirs in the RSI composite dataset 380 

showed a variety of sedimentation rates and capacity losses for the entire range of elevation related 381 

variables, for which there is not a conclusive relationship between them. Regarding precipitation related 382 

variables, basins located in southern regions (small AvLat) experienced larger extreme events (NormPre, 383 

MaxPre), while basins with extensive, forested areas (Forest) had higher values of average precipitation 384 

(MedPre, MeanPre) (Figure 3b). No relationship was found between percentage of forested area and values 385 

of maximum precipitation.  386 
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The PCs’ space was used to visualize the records in the multidimensional dataset and analyze the 387 

connection between categorical and numerical variables. Clusters and record location in the PC space 388 

provide information regarding the associated values for the numerical variables which are extracted from 389 

the variable loads for each PC (Figure 3, Table 1). Regarding EPA ecoregions, some categorical clusters 390 

were clearly differentiated and opposed by the PCs (Figure 4a and c). Records from Eastern Temperate 391 

Forests, located in the left side of PC1, had smaller values of elevation related variables than records from 392 

the Northwestern Forested Mountains and North American Desserts. As expected, clusters from Eastern 393 

Temperate Forests and Northwestern Forested Mountains categories were nearly identically located in the 394 

positive direction of PC3. Meaning that the mentioned ecoregions have large values for the forested areas 395 

and average precipitation variables. The location of these two ecoregions in the PC space also indicated a 396 

wide range of values for maximum precipitation and geo-location related variables. Records pertaining to 397 

the Mediterranean California ecoregion were clearly localized in the negative direction of PC2 and the 398 

positive direction of PC4, which indicated low values of capacity loss, sedimentation rate, basin area, CN, 399 

and latitude, and large values of maximum precipitation. This suggested that, although reservoirs located 400 

in the Mediterranean California experienced substantial extreme precipitation events, their small basin areas 401 

and low CN values were reflected in low capacity losses for the associated reservoirs. In general terms, 402 

records having larger reservoir capacity loss and sedimentation rate were either from the Great Plains or 403 

the Eastern Temperate Forests ecoregions, while Mediterranean California and Northwestern Forested 404 

Mountains had smaller capacity losses (see Figure A- 1 for EPA ecoregion locations). 405 

The IECC climate zone clusters did not show any separation or opposition of categories in the PC1 vs. 406 

PC2 space (b). This outcome is explained by the fact that the variables contributing to these PCs are 407 

indicators of basin extent and elevation, as well as reservoir properties, which are not related to climate 408 

classification criteria. On the contrary, PC4 (Figure 4d) showed a gradation of clusters from top to bottom, 409 

with the climate zones 2, 3, and 4 in the positive PC4 direction, and 5, 6 and 7 in the negative PC4 direction. 410 

PC4 main contributing variables are maximum precipitation and eco-location related variables, which 411 
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indicates that records from climate zones 2, 3, and 4 in the southern regions and have large extreme 412 

precipitation events, while zones 5, 6, and 7, located in the northern regions, have small values of maximum 413 

precipitation. The geolocation of clusters from the PCA analysis agrees with the geographic distribution of 414 

climate zones across the conterminous U.S. (see Figure A- 2 for climate zone locations). 415 

After analyzing the variables and records housed by the RSI composite dataset, anomaly detection 416 

methods were applied. The AAD method flagged 18 records as potential anomalous data, corresponding to 417 

15 reservoirs (Table 2). Anomalous records corresponded to reservoirs located in the Mediterranean 418 

California, Eastern Temperate Forests, Northwestern Forested Mountains, and North American Desserts 419 

and climate zones ranging from 2 to 6. For the KSE method, the scores for all the records ranged from 0.18 420 

to 0.77 (Figure 5). The Z-score method was applied to the KSE-scores to estimate a threshold value to flag 421 

potential anomalies. A KSE-score of 0.4 was found to correspond with a Z-score of two, being larger than 422 

97.7% of the computed KSE-scores. With this threshold, 15 records were flagged as anomalous, 423 

corresponding to 10 reservoirs (Table 2). These were located in the Mediterranean California, the Great 424 

Plains, and the Northwestern Forested Mountains, with climate zones 3,4 and 5. Reservoirs 2, 9, 100, 169, 425 

and 182 had records flagged for both AAD and KSE methods (Figure 6). These reservoirs were in the 426 

Mediterranean California and the Northwestern Forested Mountains, and climate zones 3 and 5.   427 

The projection of data on the PCs space was used to visualize the records flagged as potentially anomalous. 428 

To explore possible clusters and the location of the anomalies with respect to clusters, the K-means 429 

algorithm was applied to the data. Results from the average silhouette and the Davies Bouldin methods 430 

suggested two clusters as the optimum number of clusters for the RSI composite dataset. The identified 431 

clusters were plotted in the PCs space along with the flagged records (Figure 7). It was evident that the K-432 

means cluster analysis was dominated by the PC1 (a), with clusters being opposed by this axis. Some 433 

anomalous data appeared to lie on cluster edges (Figure 7a) indicating that variables contributing to the 434 

corresponding PC (Table 1) may also be contributing to the flagging of these records. However, other 435 

flagged records appeared to be within the respective clouds of data (Figure 7). This suggested that, for this 436 
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dataset, other variables different than those with high contributions to PCA axes might be triggering the 437 

detection of certain anomalous records. 438 

While the PCA loads identify the variables causing the largest global variability for the entire dataset, 439 

the AAD and KSE methods analyzed the relative location of each record within the multidimensional space. 440 

Variables with the largest variation within the entire data cloud (high loads for PCA) might not be the main 441 

triggers to indicate anomalous records. In other words, the variables triggering the anomaly detection likely 442 

have similar values for most records, with the anomalous ones as outliers. The following single-variable 443 

outlier analysis for anomalous records using Z-scores values was conducted to further identify the main 444 

variables causing ML methods to flag records. Scatter plots of normalized variables outside the mean +/- 445 

standard deviation fringe for all anomalous records were analyzed (Figure 8 and Figure 9). 446 

All records detected as anomalous by the AAD method had at least one variable with a Z-score larger 447 

than two, while two anomalous records detected by KSE method (corresponding to basins 31 and 32) did 448 

not exhibit variables with Z-scores larger than two (Table A- 2 and Table A- 3). These two records also had 449 

the lowest KSE-scores, which suggests that the KSE threshold value for identifying anomalous data could 450 

be increased from the selected 0.4 value, and that these two records may not be anomalous. Among all the 451 

variables, the channel slope values (Slp) had notably large Z-scores in a couple of records, Slp values were 452 

5 and 7 standard deviations apart from the mean for basins 182 and 9, respectively. Records from these 453 

basins were flagged by both AAD and KSE methods, and basin 9 records had the largest KSE-scores. Figure 454 

8 and Figure 9 organized variables from high to low cumulative covariance on its horizontal axis. Those 455 

with the largest cumulative covariance (towards the left side) matched the most relevant variables on the 456 

PC loads analysis as they provide the larger global variability for the whole dataset. Conversely, variables 457 

located towards the right side (low cumulative covariance) included those with the largest Z-scores for 458 

anomalous records, having most of their values clustered towards the mean with a few outlier values 459 

corresponding to the anomalous records. This is the case of Slp, one of the variables with the smallest mean 460 

+/- 2 standard deviation fringe, and with values for basins 9 and 182 in the farthest upper range. Other 461 
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variables with significantly large Z-scores for anomalous records (close to four) were related to elevation 462 

characteristics (SlpMean and DemMin), precipitation trends (NormPre, MaxPre and CumPre), dam 463 

properties (TYrs and TrapEf), and hydrologic properties (CN).  The anomalous records identified do not 464 

necessarily have erroneous data they are values the deviate from the normal or expected patterns but could 465 

be accurate records.  Also, some anomalous records were likely identified because of watershed 466 

characteristics and not data from the RSI system. 467 

CONCLUSIONS 468 

This study performed a multivariate analysis, diagnosis, and interpretation of a composite dataset of 469 

reservoirs sedimentation and associated watersheds parameters. Prior-knowledge filtering, two machine 470 

learning techniques, AAD and KSE, and a multivariate analysis, PCA, were used to identify likely 471 

erroneous data, as well as investigate relevant information and relationships within this unique dataset. This 472 

research highlights the challenges related to data analysis and depuration of datasets containing physical 473 

variables of heterogeneous nature. Raw values facilitated the initial prior-knowledge based filtering but 474 

data transformation techniques were required for the automatic detection of anomalous records to remove 475 

the bias introduced by scale differences and null values. 476 

Variables holding most of the data cloud variance were grouped by the PCA as follows 1) basin 477 

topographic features, 2) dam properties and basin extent, 4) forested area and average precipitation, and 5) 478 

geo-location descriptors and maximum precipitation. PCA loading plots indicated that sedimentation rates 479 

and capacity losses in the reservoirs were mainly related to drainage basin size and potential runoff 480 

processes, while being independent of elevation related properties. EPA ecoregions with larger reservoir 481 

capacity losses either belonged to the Great Plains or the Eastern Temperate Forests, as opposed to 482 

Mediterranean California and Northwestern Forested Mountains having the smaller capacity losses (see 483 

Figure A- 1 for EPA ecoregion locations). 484 
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The anomaly detection methods flagged 20 reservoirs for having anomalous records. The flagged 485 

records should be analyzed and verified by managers and operation staff and handled with caution by RSI 486 

dataset users. Variables potentially causing these records to be flagged were related to elevation 487 

characteristics (Slp, SlpMean, and DemMin), precipitation trends (NormPre, MaxPre and CumPre), dam 488 

properties (TYrs and TrapEf), and watershed properties (CN). 489 

Further development of the RSI composite dataset could consider the addition of other watershed 490 

variables that can potentially influence sedimentation and erosion processes. Mean and maximum 491 

streamflow, and percentage of agricultural land, could provide new information associated to soil particle 492 

detachment and transport processes. The temporal variation of the CN could also be included. In the current 493 

study, CN values for associated basins were computed based on soil maps and the NLCD-2016 (USGS, 494 

2016). Although soil type could be considered invariable, land use can change between surveys. These 495 

modifications of land use and their impacts in surface runoff are a source of uncertainty in the current 496 

composite RSI dataset and derived results. In addition, the normalization of capacity loss and sedimentation 497 

rate by the basin area could enable the identification of further relationships within the dataset.  498 

APPENDIX  499 

Table A- 1. Numerical and categorical variables included in the dataset. Mean, maximum, and 500 

minimum values computed from original dataset (before transformation and normalization). 501 

Abbreviatio

n 
VARIABLE NAME (UNITS) TYPE MEAN MIN MAX 

AvLat Average Watershed Latitude Numerical 38.7 30.4 49.0 

AvLon Average Watershed Longitude Numerical -1.01E+02 -1.23E+02 -75.2 

BA Basin Area (km2) Numerical 4.94E+04 1.25E+01 7.21E+05 

BaRlf Elevation Relief (m) Numerical 1.25E+03 5.16E+01 4.19E+03 

CapLoss Capacity Loss (m3) Numerical 3.18E+07 1.23E+03 1.65E+09 

CN Curve Number Numerical 73.4 53.8 92.0 

Cons Construction Year Numerical 1.96E+03 1.91E+03 1.99E+03 

CumPre Cumulative Precipitation (cm) Numerical 1.07E+03 4.66E+01 6.65E+03 

DEMMax Maximum Elevation (m) Numerical 1.79E+03 1.96E+02 4.41E+03 

DEMMean Mean Elevation (m) Numerical 9.16E+02 1.03E+02 2.85E+03 

DEMMed Median Elevation (m) Numerical 8.79E+02 1.03E+02 2.80E+03 

DEMMin Minimum Elevation (m) Numerical 5.42E+02 1.55E+01 2.18E+03 

DEMStd Elevation Std (m) Numerical 2.23E+02 8.25E+00 8.65E+02 

DYrs 
Duration of Period Between Surveys 

(yrs) 
Numerical 14.5 0.75 65.1 
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Erod Erodibility Numerical 0.25 0.10 0.33 

EPA EPA Ecoregion Categorical - - - 

Forest % Forested Area Numerical 0.22 0.00 0.91 

HydLen Hydraulic length (m) Numerical 4.84E+05 6.81E+03 3.86E+06 

IECC IECC Climate Zone Categorical - - - 

MaxPre Max. monthly precipitation (mm) Numerical 249.43 81.53 1040.38 

MeanPre Mean Monthly Precipitation (mm/mo.) Numerical 60.45 22.35 133.86 

MedPre 
Median Monthly Precipitation 

(mm/mo.) 
Numerical 48.51 3.81 118.11 

NormPre Normalized Max. Precipitation Numerical 4.27 1.56 13.6 

OrigCap Original Capacity (m3) Numerical 1.88E+09 9.33E+05 4.02E+10 

SedRt Sedimentation Rate (m3/yr) Numerical 3.00E+06 1.85E+02 1.67E+08 

Slp Channel Slope Numerical 0.01 0.00 0.10 

SlpMean Mean Slope (m/m) Numerical 0.11 0.01 0.55 

TrapEf Initial Trap Efficiency Numerical 0.90 0.17 1.00 

TYrs Time Since Construction (years) Numerical 23.5 -3.00 93.0 

UpsDamH Total Upstream Dam Height (m) Numerical 2.81E+03 0.00E+00 5.02E+04 

UpsMaxSt Total Upstream Max Storage (m3) Numerical 9.17E+09 0.00E+00 1.88E+11 

UpsNorSt Total Upstream Normal Storage (m3) Numerical 6.34E+09 0.00E+00 1.41E+11 

  502 

 503 
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Table A- 2. Z-scores for all variables and anomalous records detected by the KSE method. 504 

Basin 
9 

57               
(KSE =0.77) 

Z-
score>2 

Variable Slp TYrs NormPre SlpMean MaxPre UpsMaxSt CN UpsDamH UpsNorSt             

Z-score 7.76 -3.76 3.66 3.64 3.46 -2.97 -2.93 -2.76 -2.65             

1<Z-
score<2 

Variable AvLon CumPre HydLen OrigCap BA DYrs MedPre DEMStd DEMMed DEMMean AvLat BaRlf       

Z-score -1.65 1.48 -1.44 -1.44 -1.42 1.31 -1.30 1.24 1.19 1.15 -1.12 1.02       

58           
(KSE=0.71) 

Z-
score>2 

Variable Slp SlpMean UpsMaxSt CN UpsDamH UpsNorSt MaxPre NormPre               

Z-score 7.76 3.64 -2.97 -2.93 -2.76 -2.65 2.44 2.35               

1<Z-
score<2 

Variable MedPre AvLon CapLoss HydLen OrigCap BA SedRt DEMStd DEMMed DEMMean AvLat BaRlf       

Z-score -1.66 -1.65 -1.48 -1.44 -1.44 -1.42 -1.40 1.24 1.19 1.15 -1.12 1.02       

Basin 
64 

251       
(KSE=0.49) 

Z-
score>2 

Variable Slp OrigCap CN CapLoss HydLen DEMMin CumPre BA               

Z-score 2.94 -2.59 2.56 -2.33 -2.28 -2.25 -2.17 -2.03               

1<Z-
score<2 

Variable MedPre DEMMed DEMMean DYrs SedRt AvLon NormPre UpsNorSt MeanPre Cons Erod AvLat DEMMax UpsMaxSt Forest 

Z-score -2.21 -1.97 -1.85 -1.78 -1.76 -1.67 1.55 -1.31 -1.30 -1.28 1.22 -1.20 -1.19 -1.15 -1.07 

252        
(KSE=0.48) 

Z-
score>2 

Variable Slp OrigCap CN MedPre NormPre HydLen DEMMin BA               

Z-score 2.94 -2.59 2.56 -2.50 2.29 -2.28 -2.25 -2.03               

1<Z-
score<2 

Variable SedRt DEMMed CapLoss DEMMean MeanPre AvLon UpsNorSt Cons Erod AvLat DEMMax UpsMaxSt Forest     

Z-score -1.98 -1.97 -1.90 -1.85 -1.84 -1.67 -1.31 -1.28 1.22 -1.20 -1.19 -1.15 -1.07     

Basin 
2 

18   
(KSE=0.45) 

Z-
score>2 

Variable Dyrs MeanPre SlpMean UpsMaxSt CumPre MedPre                   

Z-score -3.10 2.44 2.29 -2.27 -2.18 2.11                   

1<Z-
score<2 

Variable Slp AvLon MaxPre CN Cons AvLat                   

Z-score 1.79 -1.70 1.67 -1.59 -1.35 -1.09                   

Basin 
12 

72  
(KSE=0.47) 

Z-
score>2 

Variable TYrs SlpMean Slp NormPre MedPre                     

Z-score -4.49 3.84 2.98 2.17 -2.10                     

1<Z-
score<2 

Variable DEMMin CN AvLon MaxPre DEMStd BaRlf AvLat                 

Z-score -1.88 -1.84 -1.67 1.65 1.25 1.19 -1.11                 

74 
(KSE=0.42) 

Z-
score>2 

Variable SlpMean NormPre Slp MaxPre                       

Z-score 3.84 3.17 2.98 2.97                       

1<Z-
score<2 

Variable DEMMin CN AvLon MedPre DEMStd BaRlf AvLat                 

Z-score -1.88 -1.84 -1.67 -1.52 1.25 1.19 -1.11                 

Basin 
100 

327 
(KSE=0.44) 

Z-
score>2 

Variable CumPre UpsMaxSt UpsDamH UpsNorSt DYrs SlpMean                   

Z-score -3.27 -2.97 -2.76 -2.65 -2.65 2.03                   

1<Z-
score<2 

Variable MaxPre AvLon MeanPre DEMMed DEMMean DEMStd DEMMax BaRlf Erod MedPre SedRt         

Z-score -1.84 -1.72 -1.56 1.52 1.46 1.43 1.35 1.34 -1.22 -1.11 1.07         

Basin 
169 

438 
(KSE=0.43) 

Z-
score>2 

Variable DYrs CumPre NormPre Forest CapLoss                     

Z-score -2.93 -2.86 -2.37 2.30 -2.01                     

1<Z-
score<2 

Variable DEMMin MaxPre Slp DEMMed DEMMean DEMMax Erod TYrs OrigCap SlpMean           

Z-score 1.88 -1.84 1.78 1.74 1.68 1.22 1.22 1.16 -1.14 1.10           

Basin 
8 

56 
(KSE=0.43) 

Z-
score>2 

Variable CN SlpMean Slp OrigCap MedPre CapLoss NormPre                 

Z-score -3.42 2.75 2.45 -2.32 -2.16 -2.15 2.15                 

1<Z-
score<2 

Variable CumPre AvLon DYrs SedRt Erod BA TYrs AvLat MaxPre UpsMaxSt Forest         

Z-score -1.73 -1.71 -1.69 -1.62 -1.39 -1.35 1.18 -1.08 1.08 1.03 -1.03         

55 
(KSE=0.43) 

Z-
score>2 

Variable CN NormPre SlpMean Slp CapLoss OrigCap SedRt                 

Z-score -3.42 2.81 2.75 2.45 -2.40 -2.32 -2.19                 

1<Z-
score<2 

Variable MaxPre MedPre AvLon Erod BA AvLat TYrs UpsMaxSt Forest             

Z-score 1.95 -1.82 -1.71 -1.39 -1.35 -1.08 1.04 1.03 -1.03             

53 
(KSE=0.42) 

Z-
score>2 

Variable CN NormPre SlpMean Slp OrigCap MaxPre MedPre                 

Z-score -3.42 3.29 2.75 2.45 -2.32 2.10 -2.08                 

1<Z-
score<2 

Variable AvLon SedRt Erod BA CapLoss AvLat UpsMaxSt Forest               

Z-score -1.71 -1.50 -1.39 -1.35 -1.29 -1.08 1.03 -1.03               

Basin 
182 

461 
(KSE=0.42) 

Z-
score>2 

Variable Slp SlpMean                           

Z-score 5.56 2.45                           

1<Z-
score<2 

Variable OrigCap DEMMin DEMMed SedRt DEMMean Forest CN CapLoss HydLen BA Cons DYrs DEMMax CumPre   

Z-score -1.97 1.95 1.83 -1.80 1.78 1.47 -1.44 -1.44 -1.42 -1.34 1.29 1.29 1.22 1.16   

Basin 
32 

158 
(KSE=0.4). 

Z-
score>2 

Variable                               

Z-score                               

1<Z-
score<2 

Variable Cons                             

Z-score -1.28                             

Basin 
31 

154 
(KSE=0.4) 

Z-
score>2 

Variable                               

Z-score                               

1<Z-
score<2 

Variable Cons Forest                           

Z-score -1.20 -1.06                           

 Table A- 3. Z-scores for all variables and anomalous records detected by the AAD method. 505 

18 Z-score>2 Variable MeanPre SlpMean MedPre CumPre UpsMaxSt DYrs                   
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Basin 
2 

Z-score 2.44 2.29 2.11 -2.18 -2.27 -3.10                   

1<Z-score<2 
Variable Slp AvLon MaxPre CN Cons AvLat                   

Z-score 1.79 -1.70 1.67 -1.59 -1.35 -1.09                   

Basin 
9 

57 

Z-score>2 
Variable Slp TYrs NormPre SlpMean MaxPre UpsMaxSt CN UpsDamH UpsNorSt             

Z-score 7.76 -3.76 3.66 3.64 3.46 -2.97 -2.93 -2.76 -2.65             

1<Z-score<2 
Variable AvLon CumPre HydLen OrigCap BA DYrs MedPre DEMStd DEMMed DEMMean AvLat BaRlf       

Z-score -1.65 1.48 -1.44 -1.44 -1.42 1.31 -1.30 1.24 1.19 1.15 -1.12 1.02       

58 

Z-score>2 
Variable Slp SlpMean UpsMaxSt CN UpsDamH UpsNorSt MaxPre NormPre               

Z-score 7.76 3.64 -2.97 -2.93 -2.76 -2.65 2.44 2.35               

1<Z-score<2 
Variable MedPre AvLon CapLoss HydLen OrigCap BA SedRt DEMStd DEMMed DEMMean AvLat BaRlf       

Z-score -1.66 -1.65 -1.48 -1.44 -1.44 -1.42 -1.40 1.24 1.19 1.15 -1.12 1.02       

Basin 
38 

176 

Z-score>2 
Variable Forest DYrs TYrs NormPre                       

Z-score 2.74 -2.40 -2.31 -2.02                       

1<Z-score<2 
Variable SlpMean MeanPre MedPre AvLon CN Cons CumPre BA OrigCap HydLen           

Z-score 1.97 1.94 1.94 1.89 -1.71 1.44 -1.38 -1.15 -1.05 -1.01           

Basin 
60 

245 

Z-score>2 
Variable Forest SlpMean AvLon                         

Z-score 2.65 2.45 2.04                         

1<Z-score<2 
Variable NormPre TYrs MedPre MeanPre Erod UpsNorSt DYrs UpsMaxSt UpsDamH             

Z-score -1.97 -1.88 1.55 1.42 1.22 1.20 -1.11 1.03 1.02             

Basin 
96 

321 

Z-score>2 
Variable TrapEf AvLon                           

Z-score -3.76 2.18                           

1<Z-score<2 
Variable Forest MedPre NormPre MeanPre                       

Z-score 1.88 1.39 -1.22 1.19                       

322 

Z-score>2 
Variable TrapEf AvLon CumPre                         

Z-score -3.76 2.18 2.11                         

1<Z-score<2 
Variable DYrs Forest MedPre MeanPre                       

Z-score 1.91 1.88 1.41 1.24                       

Basin 
100 

327 

Z-score>2 
Variable CumPre UpsMaxSt UpsDamH UpsNorSt DYrs SlpMean                   

Z-score -3.27 -2.97 -2.76 -2.65 -2.65 2.03                   

1<Z-score<2 
Variable MaxPre AvLon MeanPre DEMMed DEMMean DEMStd DEMMax BaRlf Erod MedPre SedRt         

Z-score -1.84 -1.72 -1.56 1.52 1.46 1.43 1.35 1.34 -1.22 -1.11 1.07         

Basin 
108 

337 

Z-score>2 
Variable TYrs Forest                           

Z-score -3.76 2.11                           

1<Z-score<2 
Variable MeanPre MedPre AvLon CumPre UpsDamH SlpMean CN HydLen Cons UpsNorSt UpsMaxSt DEMMin       

Z-score 1.95 1.90 1.57 1.18 -1.13 1.13 1.12 1.09 1.08 1.06 1.05 -1.00       

Basin 
114 

345 

Z-score>2 
Variable UpsNorSt Erod                           

Z-score -2.50 -2.10                           

1<Z-score<2 
Variable NormPre SlpMean Slp AvLat SedRt AvLon HydLen Forest               

Z-score 1.74 1.55 1.55 -1.38 -1.22 -1.07 -1.04 -1.03               

346 

Z-score>2 
Variable UpsNorSt Erod                           

Z-score -2.48 -2.10                           

1<Z-score<2 
Variable SlpMean Slp AvLat AvLon HydLen Forest                   

Z-score 1.55 1.55 -1.38 -1.07 -1.04 -1.03                   

Basin 
115 

347 

Z-score>2 
Variable CN NormPre                           

Z-score -2.93 2.31                           

1<Z-score<2 
Variable AvLon Slp SedRt DYrs MedPre DEMMin UpsDamH BA UpsMaxSt CapLoss           

Z-score -1.81 1.74 -1.45 1.40 -1.32 -1.26 -1.17 -1.07 1.03 -1.02           

Basin 
126 

364 

Z-score>2 
Variable TYrs AvLon Forest                         

Z-score -3.76 2.42 2.22                         

1<Z-score<2 
Variable CumPre Cons MedPre MeanPre DYrs Erod                   

Z-score 1.90 1.66 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.22                   

Basin 
134 

375 

Z-score>2 
Variable SedRt CapLoss                           

Z-score -2.30 -2.24                           

1<Z-score<2 
Variable OrigCap BA CN DYrs DEMMin HydLen Erod AvLat UpsNorSt UpsDamH           

Z-score -1.45 -1.43 -1.40 1.39 1.30 -1.29 1.22 1.16 -1.04 1.02           

Basin 
149 

397 

Z-score>2 
Variable DEMMin CumPre DYrs DEMMed DEMMean TrapEf AvLat                 

Z-score -3.51 2.56 2.35 -2.25 -2.25 -2.22 -2.12                 

1<Z-score<2 
Variable DEMMax MeanPre MedPre Erod Forest UpsNorSt MaxPre                 

Z-score -1.56 1.51 1.45 -1.15 1.12 1.01 1.01                 

Basin 
165 

426 

Z-score>2 
Variable CapLoss OrigCap DYrs                         

Z-score 2.58 2.34 2.25                         

1<Z-score<2 
Variable BA SedRt HydLen Cons UpsNorSt MaxPre MeanPre UpsDamH UpsMaxSt BaRlf DEMMed DEMMean DEMMax DEMStd CumPre 

Z-score 1.97 1.95 1.78 -1.65 1.64 -1.49 -1.49 1.47 1.42 1.40 1.39 1.35 1.34 1.22 1.07 

Basin 
169 

438 

Z-score>2 
Variable DYrs CumPre NormPre Forest CapLoss                     

Z-score -2.93 -2.86 -2.37 2.30 -2.01                     

1<Z-score<2 
Variable DEMMin MaxPre Slp DEMMed DEMMean DEMMax Erod TYrs OrigCap SlpMean           

Z-score 1.88 -1.84 1.78 1.74 1.68 1.22 1.22 1.16 -1.14 1.10           

Basin 
182 

461 

Z-score>2 
Variable Slp SlpMean                           

Z-score 5.56 2.45                           

1<Z-score<2 
Variable OrigCap DEMMin DEMMed SedRt DEMMean Forest CN CapLoss HydLen BA Cons DYrs DEMMax CumPre   

Z-score -1.97 1.95 1.83 -1.80 1.78 1.47 -1.44 -1.44 -1.42 -1.34 1.29 1.29 1.22 1.16   

506 
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DATA AVAILABILITY 507 

Data from the USACE RSI system are not currently publicly available.  The USACE is conducting 508 

quality control of the database and plans to publicly release the data following completion of that effort. 509 

Watershed related data were derived from publicly available resources cited accordingly in the Dataset 510 

Development section. 511 
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Table 1. Percent of variance (% Var.) held by PC1-PC4 and 10 variables with highest loads 686 

(contribution) on PC1-PC4, ranked from left to right. The sign reflects a positive or negative load 687 

PC 
% 

Var      
Ranked variables by percentage of contribution to PCs 

1 42.1 
DEMMax    

9% (+) 
BaRlf   

8.8% (+) 
DEMStd     
8% (+) 

DEMMea
n   6.2% 

(+) 

DEMMed 
5.9% (+) 

BA          
5.3% (+) 

HydLen   
4.8% (+) 

Erod    
4.5% (-) 

MeanPre 
4.4% (-) 

UpsNorSt 
4.1% (+) 

2 16.7 
OrigCap     
6.2% (+) 

BA       
6.1% (+) 

HydLen    
6% (+) 

SlpMean    
5.6% (-) 

SedRt  
5.5% (+) 

UpsNorSt  
5.4% (+) 

CapLoss     
5.2% (+) 

UpsDamH  
5.1% (+) 

UpsMaxSt  
5%  (+) 

CN       
4.8% (+) 

3 9.6 
Forest   

16.3% (+) 
MeanPre  
9.9% (+) 

MedPre   
8.8% (+) 

SlpMean    
7.1% (+) 

AvLat  
6.7% (-) 

CumPre       
4.6% (+) 

BaRlf      
4.3% (+) 

MaxPre     
4.1% (+) 

AvLon     
3.9% (+) 

DEMStd    
3.7% (+) 

4 7.2 
NormPre     
9% (+) 

AvLat  
8.7% (-) 

DEMMin   
8.2% (-) 

MaxPre     
8.1% (+) 

AvLon    
7% (-) 

Forest  
6.1% (-) 

Erod       
5.2% (-) 

DEMMed 
5% (-) 

MedPre 
4.8% (-) 

DEMMea
n 4.6% (-) 

 688 

Table 2. Reservoirs with anomalous records flagged by the Autonomous Anomaly Detection (AAD) 689 

and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Efron (KSE) method with Z-score >2. 690 

Basin ID 
IECC 

Classificatio
n 

EPA Classification 
No. Records 

Flagged AAD only 

No. Records 

Flagged KSE only 

No. Records Flagged 

AAD & KSE 

Basin_2 3  Mediterranean California 0 0 1 

Basin_8 3 Mediterranean California 0 3 0 

Basin_9 3  Mediterranean California 0 0 2 

Basin_12 3 Mediterranean California 0 2 0 

Basin_31 4 Great Plains 0 1 0 

Basin_32 4 Great Plains 0 1 0 

Basin_38 4  Eastern Temperate Forests 1 0 0 

Basin_60 4  Eastern Temperate Forests 1 0 0 

Basin_64 3 Mediterranean California 0 2 0 

Basin_96 4  Eastern Temperate Forests 2 0 0 

Basin_100 3 
 Northwestern Forested 

Mountains 
0 0 1 

Basin_108 4  Eastern Temperate Forests 1 0 0 

Basin_114 2  North American Deserts 2 0 0 

Basin_115 3 Mediterranean California 1 0 0 

Basin_126 5  Eastern Temperate Forests 1 0 0 

Basin_134 6 
 Northwestern Forested 

Mountains 
1 0 0 

Basin_149 3  Eastern Temperate Forests 1 0 0 

Basin_165 5  North American Deserts 1 0 0 

Basin_169 5 
 Northwestern Forested 

Mountains 
0 0 1 

Basin_182 5 
 Northwestern Forested 

Mountains 
0 0 1 

691 
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 692 

FIGURE CAPTION LIST 693 

Figure 1. Location of the 174 reservoirs of the RSI composite dataset.  694 

Figure 2. Data sources and derived variables (numerical and categorical) of the composite RSI 695 

dataset. 696 

Figure 3. Plot of variable loads for PC1-PC4. a) PC1 vs. PC2, b) PC3 vs. PC4. See Table A- 1 for 697 

variable abbreviations references. 698 

Figure 4. Records classified by EPA ecoregions on a) PC1 vs. PC2 and c) PC3 vs. PC4, respectively; 699 

records classified by IECC climate zone on b) PC1 vs PC2 and d) PC3 vs PC4, respectively. 700 

Figure 5. Histogram of the KSE-scores estimated for all records. 701 

Figure 6. Count of potential anomalous records detected by the AAD and KSE methods per 702 

reservoir’s basin. 703 

Figure 7. K-means clusters plotted in the a) PC1 vs. PC2 and b) PC3 vs. PC4 dimensions. 704 

Anomalous records flagged by AAD and KSE methods are specified by marker and labels correspond to 705 

Basin ID number.  706 

Figure 8. KSE anomalous records with values outside the mean +/- standard deviation fringe. 707 

Figure 9. AAD anomalous records with values outside the mean +/- standard deviation fringe. 708 

Figure A- 1. EPA Level 1 Ecoregions (Adapted from EPA, n.d.-a). 709 

Figure A- 2. IECC Climate Zones (Adapted from U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2020). 710 


